Impact of a hospital-acquired/ventilator-associated/healthcare-associated pneumonia practice guideline on outcomes in surgical trauma patients.
Evidence-based guidelines for managing nosocomial pneumonia were published in 2005. Subsequently, our surgical critical care service developed and implemented an adaptation of this guideline for use in our surgical trauma intensive care unit (STICU). This study examined outcomes for two STICU cohorts treated for pneumonia before and after guideline implementation. A total of 130 charts were evaluated. The guideline cohort (GC) consisted of 65 patients with pneumonia managed by the surgical critical care service. These patients were prospectively identified for inclusion if they met specified clinical criteria for pneumonia diagnosis. The historical control cohort was identified retrospectively using ICD-9 coding. The primary outcome measure was ICU length of stay (LOS). Secondary outcome measures included overall LOS, mechanical ventilation days, mortality, and total cost of admission. The study was designed to have 80% power to detect a 1-day decrease in mean ICU LOS in a multivariable regression analysis. Descriptive differences were compared using two-sample t tests for continuous variables and chi for categorical variables. Baseline characteristics were not significantly different between cohorts. The multivariable regression analysis indicated a mean decrease of 4.6 days, 9.5 days, and 3.9 days for ICU LOS, overall LOS, and mechanical ventilation days, respectively, in the GC, with an expected mean cost reduction per admission of $23,322 (all significant at p <or= 0.0001). There was a 5% difference in hospital mortality in favor of the GC, but this difference was not statistically significant. The STICU pneumonia practice guideline significantly improved outcomes and cost of care.